Bugging Figure’s Wife Died With $10,000

MRS. WESTWOOD WINS THEN RESIGNS

TEXAN TO STEER DEMOS

Hall To Jump School Budget

Teacher Pay Hike Likely

Inside News

Dinner Served

Smells Confess

Cowboys Booty Oil

Ex-President May Leave Critical List

Spend $31 Days With 3 Bodies

Pilot Survives Arctic Ordeal
Chicago Air Crash Toll Hits 45

March 19, 1973

The death toll in the Chicago air crash soared to 45 today, with 24 persons still missing. The accident, which occurred last night at O'Hare International Airport, was the worst on U.S. soil since the 1968 El Al accident in New York, in which 114 died.

House ‘Dean’ Wants Funds

February 20, 1973

Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.), who is running for House majority leader, has asked members of his party to contribute $250 each to help him win the leadership race. The money is needed to pay for the costs of the campaign, which is expected to be intense.

It’s a Wonderful World of Christmas

Dillard’s

Exceptional Selections, Exceptional Quality, Exceptional Savings

This Christmas show her how special she is with this beautifully affordable gift! Specially Priced! Elizabeth Arden Serendipity Beauty Box

Ordeal

February 20, 1973

Rep. John Anderson (R-Ill.) said today that the United States should consider a policy of preparing for a nuclear war. “The United States must be prepared for any eventuality, and that includes the possibility of nuclear war,” Anderson said.

6 Persons Killed

On State Highways

February 20, 1973

Six persons were killed in separate accidents on state highways in Illinois this week. The accidents occurred on the Chicago-Dubois, Springfield-Kirkwood, and Springfield-Iroquois routes.

We’re open nights for Christmas shopping

Dillard’s Daily 10am til 10pm... Sunday 1pm til 6pm... Til Christmas

A stock of shoes for every man, woman, and child, plus a wide selection of Christmas gift ideas. Largest shoe selection on 17th and 23rd... 9th and 13th... 12th and 27th... 18th and 29th... 28th and 30th.

No Furnace in the building, NO AIR CONDITIONER in the building, Illusory Christmas lights, Empty accessories.

To get you ready for the holidays, we’ve got a stock of shoes for men, women, and children. Plus, a wide selection of Christmas gift ideas. Largest shoe selection on 17th and 23rd... 9th and 13th... 12th and 27th... 18th and 29th... 28th and 30th.

We’re open nights for Christmas shopping

Dillard’s Daily 10am til 10pm... Sunday 1pm til 6pm... Til Christmas
**Appeals Court Backs Busing**

Brezhnev May Delay U.S. Trip

**Farmland Acreage To Shrink**

**Weather Word**

**Chuck Steak 58¢ lb.**

**Fryers and Roasts 28¢ lb.**

**Turkey 39¢ lb.**

**Vital Statistics**

**Pineapple Ice Cream 99¢ gal.**

**Potato Chips 49¢ lb.**

**OIL 89¢ gal.**

**COCA COLA 18¢ (btl.)**

**Sprite 18¢**

**Vegetables**

**Cobblers**

**Target**

**Bears Cave Whole**

**O.S.A. CIGARS**

**Bread & Butter 88¢ lb.**

**Bread & Turkish 39¢ lb.**

**Bread & O Gold 39¢ lb.**

**Bread & Turkey 39¢ lb.**

**Fries 3 lbs. 1.99¢**

**Blue Valley 11¢**

**Chiffon Pie 3 lbs. 1.00¢**

**Cheese Cake 29¢**

**Flour 48¢**

**Coffee 2 lbs. 1.39¢**

**Coffee 1 lb. 2.29¢**

**Wisk 78¢**

**Oleo 1 lb. 29¢**

**Fabric Softener 39¢**

**TARGET**

**Community National Bank**

N.W. 39th and MacArthur 797-4110

**SHOP Dillard's DAILY 10AM 'TIL 10PM... SUNDAY 1PM 'TIL 6PM... 'TIL CHRISTMAS**

---

**Dillard's**

Take a look at this fantastic selection...and remember you don't pay any more for delivery & set-up! your choice...$99.00

Imagine elegance like this... at this low price! Pick any item on this page.

*Dining In The Round!* 3-Piece Pedestal Dinette with 6 Chairs...

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $159.45

*Man Size Vinyl Sectional/Sleeper*

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $149.95

*Queen Size Three-Poster Sleep Set*

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $149.95

*Early American Solid Rocker*

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $129.95

*King Size Headboard and Dinette*

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $169.95

*Early American Solid Chair...

Sale...$99.00

Reg. $129.95

*Save $50.00 on these three beautiful sets!*

Christmas Oven and Range Specials From TAPPAN!

"Cuts cooking time from hours to minutes!"

Famous Tappan Electronic OVEN!

only... $299

This is the oven you have been waiting for! Gorge cooking time from hours to minutes, make light work of even the most demanding recipes. Cut cooking time from hours to minutes, make light work of even the most demanding recipes. Cut cooking time from hours to minutes, make light work of even the most demanding recipes.

Tappan 30-inch Gas Range

only... $149.00

Molten Steel Kills Tulsa

Dr. Peter Kappas

Researcher Gets Grant For Work

Dr. Naiman from...

...Tulsa...
Pippy Says... Christmas Happiness is A Canon Christmas

**Canon F-1**
- **35 MM Single Lens Reflex**
- **50mm f1:1.8 lens**
- **12-month warranty**

**Canon FTb**
- **35 MM Single Lens Reflex**
- **D-Spark DX**
- **12-month warranty**

**Super 8 Movie Reflex**
- Uses ASA 160 Film Inside and Out

**Power Zoom**
- *Macro Focusing*
- *Electric Drive*
- *Built-In Grip*

**Cypress Named to Scout Panel**
- John H. Zebley, Jr., 39, has been named District Chairman of the Boy Scouts of America. He will be in charge of the organization's activities in 150 counties across the state.

**Suit Claims Vows Hurt**
- Robert Smith, who fell to his death while climbing a mountain in the Sierras, has vowed to make a full recovery. He plans to return to his job as a mountain guide next month.

**3-Cycle Washer Pre-Tack Cycle**
- Kenmore Electric Dryer Permanent Press Cycle

**Sears**
- **Optigan® Music Maker the Family Gift!**
- **11-in. Color TV**
- **15-in. Color TV Carry it Anywhere!**

**Make Meals a Good Time**
- "All we want is to make you happy."

**Sunday and Monday Only**
- Shop Sunday 1 P.M. 'til 9 P.M. Monday 9:30 A.M. 'til 10 P.M.
- Sears Credit: Same Easy Terms Worth More Than Money.
Liberty Launches Pro-Business Campaign

Who Says Hat Dead?

Business Briefs

Who Says Hat Dead?

Secretary Of The Week

Ruth enjoys New Faces

Mutual Funds

OSU Picks Robert File For Post

Police Radio

We Remedy Sick Mobile Homes

Rodeo Tastes Good To Winstons
Skull Fuels More Bormann Rumors

Hale Too Much For Eagles, 27-14

COWBOY MATMEN FLATTEN OU

Dallas Gains Playoffs

O-State Claims 23-12 Decision

Sooners’ Abel Blasts Official

Lyne Sets Money Mark
IKE PAIR HEAD ALL-STATE

This Season's All-Stars
Top College Prospects

1972 All-Staters
Coach Of Year
Back Of Year

Northwestern's Longest and Dr. John Geer of Illinois State, the coach of the first team of All-Americans in 1972. The coach is the son of Hall of Famer George Long. Long and his brother, Bill, both are coaches at the same college, and Bill was an assistant last season.

1972 All-State Honor Guard

NFL Playoffs Up For Grabs

Browns Erase Bengal Hopes

Wylie No. 1 Big 8 Scholar

CARMLOAD SALE

Jackie Cooper Tire Center
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Name</th>
<th>Weekly Price</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>150.00</td>
<td>+1.50</td>
<td>12345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>+2.00</td>
<td>56789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>300.00</td>
<td>+3.00</td>
<td>98765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New York Exchange

Continued on Page 3
First Specialized Peace Talks Set

Thieu May Reshuffle Cabinet

What Does One Say To A Jesus Freak?

'Clean Fuel' Coal's Plight Overblown?

SAVE 25%

Belted Tire SALE

EXPLORE CHRISTMAS AT THE JOHN A. BROWN COMPANY

OPEN NIGHTS TILL CHRISTMAS EVE
Citizens of Del City
We’re all partners in progress
...that’s why we ask for your support.
VOTE YES for our electric franchise on
Tuesday, December 12, 1972
VOTE AT YOUR REGULAR VOTING PLACE

For Further Information, or for a ride to the polls,
CALL 672-4407

OU’s Famed ‘Birdman’ Due Salute

New Crop Sour
French Wine Report Leaves ‘Acid’ Taste
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Editorials

When Apollo Passes

As we celebrate the end of the moon program and the space race, it's worth reflecting on the impact of space exploration on our society. The Apollo program was a significant achievement, symbolizing the peak of human ingenuity and technological prowess. However, it's important to recognize the cost and the risks associated with such endeavors. The space race was a competition that brought about significant advancements in science and technology, but it also exposed the darker side of human nature—aggression, nationalism, and a desire for dominance. As we move forward, it's crucial to approach space exploration with caution and to consider the long-term implications of our actions. The future of space exploration should be guided by a commitment to peaceful cooperation and a focus on scientific discovery rather than military advantage.

Art Buchwald
On Searching Luggage

In the midst of a busy airport, a man searches his suitcase for a lost item. As he rummages through his belongings, he suddenly finds a symbol of the American Dream—a well-worn and treasured item. The scene is one of both comedy and poignancy, a reminder that our possessions are often more than just material objects; they are extensions of our identity and memories. This image invites us to reflect on the things we hold dear and the stories they hold.

Bob Considine
Give Em Hell Harry

In a world where corruption and power can seem overwhelming, it's important to remember the voices of those who speak truth to power. Harry S. Truman, a former soldier, a former senator, and a former president, was known for his honesty and his willingness to take a stand against what he deemed wrong. His legacy reminds us that each of us can make a difference, no matter our position or power. Even in the face of adversity, we must stand up for what is right, and never give up on our principles.

Confessions Of A Department Store Santa

The holidays are a time for joy and celebration, but for some, they are a time of hardship and uncertainty. As a department store Santa, I am reminded of the contrast between the comforts of the season and the struggles of everyday life. Each year, I hear stories of joy and hope, but I also hear stories of despair and need. It's a humbling experience that reminds me of the importance of compassion and empathy. As we move into the new year, let us remember the lessons of the season and work to create a world where everyone can enjoy the holidays in peace and prosperity.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Nixon Studiously Snubs Allende

Ronald Reagan
Dimick's Reviews
Get Bravo

The People's Voice

Kids Still Go Hungry

Please Answer This, Sir

Only Hurts Children
Tinker Takes A Liking To 'Rough' Football

HONOLULU - Tinker Owens is living a dream come true at University of Oklahoma. After a successful career as a quarterback in high school, Owens has moved on to the college football scene and is already making a name for himself.

Owens, a native of Oklahoma City, was recruited by OU coach Barry Switzer and has quickly become a key player for the Sooners. His talent and work ethic have earned him the admiration of his teammates and coaches.

"Tinker is a natural leader," said Switzer. "He has a great touch with the ball and is always looking to improve his skills. He's a true asset to our team."}

Fun For Kids

Yule Films

At Libraries

Early Christmas music and films will be shown at libraries throughout the city. The films are aimed at children and will be shown in the evenings.

Look Taken At Bylows

United States Senator Mark Hatfield offers a recent picture of Bylows, the former communist leader of the People's Republic of China. The photo was taken during Hatfield's recent trip to the communist country.

Great Gift Idea...

Free 7 Piece Setting Of Hawaiian China

When You Join Our Fine China Club

CHRISTMAS SALE

GENIE GARAGE DOOR OPENERS

with Money Down = 2 Years to Pay = 6.6% Equal Payments

Insist on a New AUTOMATIC GARAGE DOOR GENIE OPENER SYSTEM

CITY NATIONAL BANK PROUDLY OFFERS BEAUTIFUL

...for the guy in heart

FOREST'S CYCLES
Today 12 Noon to 6 P.M.

HAVE WE GOT A RECLINER SALE FOR YOU!

Compare This Kroehler Beauty
With Any Recliner In Town!

Total Comfort Is A Kroehler Recliner!

$57 ~ $127~

Relax in Kroehler's Colonial Recliner Now!

$136 ~ $164

Total Comfort Is A Kroehler Recliner!

$107 ~ $127

A Man-Sized Kroehler Recliner At Savings!

Recline...Vibrate...in
This Deluxe Kroehler!

$86 ~ $143

It's Values Like These That Have Made Levitz The World's Largest Seller Of Famous Brand Furniture!

Our success formula is simple...offer the widest selection of quality furniture at the greatest savings! We do this by selling "direct to the public" from our gigantic warehouse. This big space means lower overhead which means lower prices. And the savings we pass on to you are tremendous! That's why we are as Levitz...and why we sell more famous brand furniture than anyone else in the world!
Jeane Dixon’s Astrological Forecast

City Santas Promote Yuletide Spirit, Goodwill

By Marcia Sherard

Santas will visit downtown Oklahoma City this year to promote the spirit of the season. The annual tradition of placing Santas in prominent locations throughout the city offers a festive atmosphere for shoppers and visitors alike. These Santas, dressed in traditional red suits and hats, will be found at locations including department stores, shopping centers, and civic buildings. They are there to spread cheer and distribute toys and gifts to children, adding to the joyous spirit of the holiday season. This year, the Santas will be particularly appreciated as they help support local charities and raise awareness for various causes. Whether you’re shopping for presents or simply enjoying the season, the presence of these beloved figures is a reminder of the goodwill and generosity that characterizes the holiday spirit.
City Workers Gather Gifts For Families

Recipe Contradictions Make Elegant Treat

Polly's Pointers... Clothing Requires All-Around Styling

Fashion Staff

Dillard's

NEED A GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR HER?
**Not Every New Broom Sweeps Clean...**

‘Prince’ Rules With Smile At Aldrich Establishment

By SUSANNE LAMBERT

Not every new broom sweeps clean. The old ones always do.

But, for a while longer, one broom at least seems to be taking a bit of a break. It’s the one that’s been sweeping the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall for years. It’s the one that the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall is famous for.

And it’s the one that the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall’s been using to sweep the floors of the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall.

It’s a broom that’s been in use for years, and it’s been the only one that’s been used to sweep the floors of the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall.

But, for a while longer, it seems that the Old Aldrich Assembly Hall has decided to give the broom a break.
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'Lighting Animals To Stable' Ancient Christmas Custom

City Groups Set Yale Festivities...

Science & Arts Foundation To Show Christmas Films

Jewelry
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love Everything!
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Set Aside The Christmas Cards, Lux...

Summertime's Arrived Down Under — It's Bikini Time

Byフリー・ブリス

SUMMER is here! And that means it's time to head Down Under and soak up the sun in the magnificent beaches of Australia. Whether you're seeking adventure or relaxation, there's something for everyone in this beautiful country.

Resorts & Travel

Mountain Trekking...

Nepal Lures Adventurers

Byフリー・ブリス

Nepal, the land of the Yeti and the home of the world's highest peak, Mount Everest, is a true paradise for outdoor enthusiasts. With its stunning mountains, lush forests, and rich culture, Nepal offers a unique blend of adventure and serenity.

EUROPE '73

Castle Caravan To Europe

Historic Cologne Highlight Of 5-Day Rhine River Cruise

Byフリー・ブリス

Cologne, Germany’s famous skyline is a testament to its rich history and cultural heritage. As one of the oldest cities in Europe, Cologne has been a hub of trade and culture for centuries. Today, it continues to attract visitors with its stunning architecture and vibrant atmosphere.

Resorts & Travel

The Miracle of Murrum...

Park's Unpolluted Waters, Timberland Draw Travelers

Byフリー・ブリス

The Murrum River is one of the cleanest and most pristine rivers in Australia. With its clear blue waters and lush vegetation, it's a paradise for those who love nature and outdoor activities. The river is also home to a variety of wildlife, making it a haven for birdwatchers and animal lovers.

TRADE WIND TOURS OF HAWAII

Hawaii...the place to be in '73

TRADE WIND TOURS OF HAWAII offers a variety of tours to explore the beauty of this tropical paradise. From scenic drives to island hopping, our tours are designed to provide an unforgettable experience for all ages. Contact us for more information!
As Traditional as the Christmas Tree.
B.C. Clark's 80th Anniversary Sale
Savings you can't ignore!

Thousands of Oklahoma's finest special offer 20% off selected jewelry gifts to shoppers during your mention 80th Anniversary Sale.
For our way to discover the best prices, savings, and festive items, call up this gift for that special someone.

B.C. Clark
OKLAHOMA'S OLDEST JEWELERS
1701 S. Robinson Ave.
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
405-521-5030
www.bclarkjewelers.com
**SPECIAL BUYS!**

**LACY AND TAILORED BLOUSES, LOVELY SWEATERS... GIFT-BOXED**

**$6** each

**SAVE $2**

**SLEEK BODYSUIT, A FASHION MUST!**

**$6** each

**SAVE $3.12!**

**LEATHER-LOOKS DASHED WITH BEADS... FABULOUS GIFT IDEA.**

**$6** each

**FREE 1/2" TIES**

**BLACK AND WHITE PANTYHOSE**

**$1.50** pair

**$3.00** bottle

**$4.50** each

**2 LEG-MATCHING PANTYHOSE**

**$3.00** each

**1/2" TIES**

**$1.25** each

**FABULOUS!**

**GIFTABLE! PICKED EARRINGS...BEAUTIFULLY BOXED**

**$2.50** pair

**FABULOUS!**

**COZY, CUSHY KNIT HAT AND GLOVE SETS**

**$3.99** each

**$5.00** pair

**$6.00** each

**$7.50** pair

**$8.00** each

**$10.00** pair

**SAVE 1.22**

**HOLIDAY LOOKS! BOYS' HIT-MAKING VEST SUITS**

**$7.77** each

**SAVE 2.11**

**TERRIFIC TINY BOYS' 3-PIECE VEST SUITS**

**$5.88** each

**SAVE 1.11**

**LIVELY AND LONG DRESSES FOR MERRY LITTLE GIRLS**

**$4.88** each

**N.W. EXPRESSWAY & PENNSYLVANIA—842-7455**

**MON., TUES., WED., THU., SAT., 10 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M., SUN., 12 TO 4 P.M.**

**WARDS CHARG-ALL PLAN ENABLES YOU TO BUY WHAT YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT—“CHARGE IT!”**
SAVE $1
CORDUROY FLARES MAKE THE RIGHT GIFTS FOR BOYS
$4.99
REGULARLY $5.99

GIFT SLIPPERS FOR ALL THE FAMILY

$1 Off!
PLUSH PILE-COLLAR BOOTS... WARMTH FOR WOMEN, GIRLS
2.99
REGULARLY 3.99

SAVE $10
MEN'S SHEER LEATHER SUECUT...RICH-LOOK!
$50
REGULARLY 99

IN TALL SIZES TOO!

SAVE $1
KNIT SHIRTS IN 2-TONE LOOKS
$2.99
REGULARLY 4.50

SAVE 20%
A HEAT ORGANIZER FOR HER... THE PLASTIC SEWING BOX
2.77
REGULARLY 3.49

SAVE $1
BOY'S DRESS PAINTS FLARES IN TOP-FIT DOUBLEKNITS
6.99
REGULARLY 8.50

SAVE 1.26
BOY'S DRESS PAINTS FLARES IN TOP-FIT DOUBLEKNITS
6.99
REGULARLY 8.50

SAVE 2.96
MEN'S DOUBLE-KNIT SLACKS GIVE TOP FIT
9.99
REGULARLY 12.99

SPECIAL: 2 button pictures included - with each pair of pants. 3.98 reg. 12.99

SALE

IN TALL SIZES TOO!

SAVE 10%
NEAT YET ELEGANT VALET... SMASHING GIFT IDEA FOR HIM
29.99
REGULARLY 39.99

SALE

GREAT BUY!
FOOT-PAMPERING COMFORT... MEN'S DOUBLE-KNIT SLEEPERS. Comes in white, navy, maroon, or green.
3.99
REGULARLY 4.99

Christmas Bellringer
SALE

GREAT BUY!
FOOT-PAMPERING COMFORT... MEN'S DOUBLE-KNIT SLEEPERS. Comes in white, navy, maroon, or green.
3.99
REGULARLY 4.99

CHRISTMAS BELLRINGER
SALE

HOURS: TUES thu SAT. 10 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M., SUN. 12 TO 9 P.M.

WARDS
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CHRISTMAS BELLRINGER
SALE

IN TALL SIZES TOO!

SAVE $1
CORDUROY FLARES MAKE THE RIGHT GIFTS FOR BOYS
$4.99
REGULARLY $5.99

GIFT SLIPPERS FOR ALL THE FAMILY

$1 Off!
PLUSH PILE-COLLAR BOOTS... WARMTH FOR WOMEN, GIRLS
2.99
REGULARLY 3.99

SAVE $10
MEN'S SHEER LEATHER SUECUT...RICH-LOOK!
$50
REGULARLY 99

IN TALL SIZES TOO!

SAVE $1
KNIT SHIRTS IN 2-TONE LOOKS
$2.99
REGULARLY 4.50

SAVE 20%
A HEAT ORGANIZER FOR HER... THE PLASTIC SEWING BOX
2.77
REGULARLY 3.49

SAVE $1
BOY'S DRESS PAINTS FLARES IN TOP-FIT DOUBLEKNITS
6.99
REGULARLY 8.50

SAVE 1.26
BOY'S DRESS PAINTS FLARES IN TOP-FIT DOUBLEKNITS
6.99
REGULARLY 8.50

SAVE 2.96
MEN'S DOUBLE-KNIT SLACKS GIVE TOP FIT
9.99
REGULARLY 12.99

SPECIAL: 2 button pictures included - with each pair of pants. 3.98 reg. 12.99

SALE

IN TALL SIZES TOO!

SAVE $10
NEAT YET ELEGANT VALET... SMASHING GIFT IDEA FOR HIM
29.99
REGULARLY 39.99

SALE

GREAT BUY!
FOOT-PAMPERING COMFORT... MEN'S DOUBLE-KNIT SLEEPERS. Comes in white, navy, maroon, or green.
3.99
REGULARLY 4.99

CHRISTMAS BELLRINGER
SALE

HOURS: TUES thu SAT. 10 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M., SUN. 12 TO 9 P.M.

WARDS
SALE

SALE $3
KNIT CARDIGANS KEEP UP WITH ACTION ... KEEP HIM IN SHAPE
799

SALE $2
DRESS SHIRT ELEGANCE IN SUBTLE TONES AND TEXTURES
499

SALE $1
GIFT PAJAMAS DREAMED-UP FOR YOUR SLEEPY SANTA
REGULARLY 99
NOW 499

SALE $1
KNIT SHIRTS MAKE ZIPPI GITS WITH PROOFED-LOOK
REGULARLY 1.49
NOW 499

SAVING $2.56 OFF! SPORT SHIRTS WITH THE NEW LOOK MEN WANT

SAVE $1
COLORFUL POLYESTER TIES
REGULARLY $1.98
NOW 99

GIFT BUY!
BOLD-LOOK LEATHER BELTS
REGULARLY $4.99
NOW 299

you'll like WARD'S

N.W. EXPRESSWAY & PENNSYLVANIA — 642-7455
MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M., SUN. 12 TO 9 P.M.
Christmas Bellringer
SALE

MONTGOMERY WARD

SALE 10" 4-SPEED PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
REGULAR 199
SALE 19

SALE 15" PORTABLE BANDPORTABLE AM/FM RADIO
REGULAR 69
SALE 56

SAVE 20" OUR GREATEST STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM LETS YOU RECORD TAPE DIRECTLY FROM AM/FM BROADCASTS
REG. 159 88
SALE 159 88

SAVE 15 07
AERIAL Compact STEREO SYSTEM
REGULAR 49 88
SALE 15 07

COMPARE!
PORTABLE TV WITH EXTRAS! 18" DIAGONAL COLOR PICTURE
REG. 327 75
SALE 277

ZIG-ZAG PORTABLE OR
DRESSER CONSOLE
YOUR CHOICE
REG. 39 95
SALE 66

SALE! AERIAL 19" TELEVISION
REG. 197 95
SALE 119 99

SAVE 15% COMPACT 9" TELEVISION
REG. 99 95
SALE 66

SAVE 33% 23" TELEVISION
REG. 299 95
SALE 33%

Fun Guide

GIVE A GIFT TO PLEASE THE WHOLE FAMILY—“CHARGE IT” WITH WARD’S “CHARGE-OFF PLUS” TIME PAYMENT PLAN

N.W. EXPRESSWAY & PENNSYLVANIA—843-7455
MON.-THUR. SAT. 10 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M. SUN. 12 TO 9 P.M.
Wife Keeps Eyes On Newlywed Scott

HOLLYWOOD (AP) -- George Scott spent Monday night at home with his wife, the newlywed Scott, and their cat. The couple was married Saturday night.

They are planning a short, quiet honeymoon at a undisclosed location and will return to their home in Los Angeles on Wednesday.

Scott, 35, is an actor who has appeared in several films, including "The Godfather," "The Conversation," and "The Conversation." He has also starred in several Broadway productions. His wife, Scott, 31, is a actress who has appeared in "The Godfather Part II" and "The Conversation." They met while working on the set of "The Conversation," and have been together ever since.

The couple plans to live in Los Angeles for the time being, but Scott is considering offers to star in a few upcoming films. Scott is currently in talks to star in a new film directed by Steven Spielberg.

Drifter

George C. Scott of Hollywood

O'Neal Janes Cast
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Sooner's Art In Santa Fe

SANTA FE - A major exhibition of paintings and drawings by American artist Charles Schaffer, known for his dynamic and innovative works, will be on view at the Santa Fe Art Museum from December 12 to January 10.

This is the first major retrospective of Schaffer's work to be held in the United States, and it will feature approximately 100 works, including oil paintings, watercolors, and drawings.

Schaffer, who was born in New York City and grew up in California, began his artistic career as a musician and writer before turning to painting in the early 1970s. He has exhibited his work in over 100 solo and group shows in the United States and Europe, and his work is included in the collections of several major museums.

Schaffer's work is characterized by its bold colors, expressive brushstrokes, and dynamic compositions. His paintings often depict abstract forms and shapes, and his drawings are known for their intricate details and sharp contrasts.

The exhibition will include works from Schaffer's New York period, as well as later works that reflect his continued interest in exploring new forms and techniques.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975

State-Owned Art

State-Owned Art is a major exhibition of paintings and drawings by American artist Charles Schaffer, known for his dynamic and innovative works, will be on view at the Santa Fe Art Museum from December 12 to January 10.

This is the first major retrospective of Schaffer's work to be held in the United States, and it will feature approximately 100 works, including oil paintings, watercolors, and drawings.

Schaffer, who was born in New York City and grew up in California, began his artistic career as a musician and writer before turning to painting in the early 1970s. He has exhibited his work in over 100 solo and group shows in the United States and Europe, and his work is included in the collections of several major museums.

Schaffer's work is characterized by its bold colors, expressive brushstrokes, and dynamic compositions. His paintings often depict abstract forms and shapes, and his drawings are known for their intricate details and sharp contrasts.

The exhibition will include works from Schaffer's New York period, as well as later works that reflect his continued interest in exploring new forms and techniques.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975

OSAF Exhibit Set

An exhibition of work will be held at the Oklahoma State University, held at the OSAF Center on the campus. The show will include paintings, drawings, and photographs by Schaffer, as well as other contemporary artists.

The exhibition is being held in conjunction with the OSAF's annual conference, which will be held on the same campus.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975

SNEAK PREVIEW TONIGHT

"The Mechanic" is a Professional Assassin

"The Mechanic" is a professional assassin who becomes a target for his former employer, played by Charles Schaffer. The film is directed by Ira Cahan and produced by Charles Schaffer. The film is scheduled for release in the fall of 1976.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975

"Tiddler on the Roof"

"Tiddler on the Roof" is a children's book written and illustrated by Charles Schaffer. The book tells the story of a young boy who discovers a magical world under the sea.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975

LAKESIDE'S EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN!

"LAKESIDE" is an exclusive first-run theater in the Oklahoma City area. The theater is owned by Charles Schaffer and is located on the north side of Oklahoma City.

The Oklahoma City Express - Vol. 54, No. 47 - December 10, 1975
Charley Pride Dies Here

Country and western singer Charley Pride will appear at the Harrah's Casino in Oklahoma City at 8 p.m. Jan. 11.

Discography: Pride, who was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2000, recorded 35 studio albums and 70 Number One hits, including "Kiss an Angel Good-Morning," "Wildwood Flower," and "Every Time Two Fools Collide." His recordings have sold over 50 million copies worldwide.

Midnight Earl

A new series of performances by Midnight Earl will be held at the Oklahoma City Center every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Myriad Convention Center.

Conductors Stray From Traditional

Conductors are often known for their eccentric behavior off the podium, but South Oklahomans will have a chance to see a conductor with a more traditional approach in the upcoming season.

Choral Society Opens New Season

The Choral Society of Oklahoma City will open its 72nd season with a new director, Dr. Mark W. Swensson, a veteran of the arts and music. The society will perform a variety of works, including classical and contemporary compositions.

No Oscar, Jackie Says

By EARL WILSON

NEW YORK

Jackie Gleason, now considered a Hollywood backwater, was not as impressed with the Academy Award for Best Actress as she had hoped.

"I'm not really interested in the Oscar," Gleason said in an interview. "It's just a job and it doesn't mean much to me. I'd rather be doing something more meaningful."

Midnight Earl, on the other hand, enjoyed his award. "It was a great honor," he said. "I really appreciate the recognition from my peers."

Conductors Stray From Traditional

Conductors are often known for their eccentric behavior off the podium, but South Oklahomans will have a chance to see a conductor with a more traditional approach in the upcoming season.

Choral Society Opens New Season

The Choral Society of Oklahoma City will open its 72nd season with a new director, Dr. Mark W. Swensson, a veteran of the arts and music. The society will perform a variety of works, including classical and contemporary compositions.

Triple Portrait

The triple portrait created by John Hardy is among the works of 26 artists currently on display at the Chesapeake Art Center's "Christmas Show." Among the other artists included are Terri Lynn, Robert Gwinn, and David Johnson. The show runs through Jan. 16 at the Myriad Convention Center.

John A. Brown

Handel's Messiah

George Frideric Handel's "Messiah" is one of the most beloved classical works in the Western tradition. The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra will present the piece with The Oklahoma City Opera in Oklahoma City on Dec. 10 at the Civic Center Music Hall.

Steamboat Raisin' at the G. B. S. R. S. D. S.

The G. B. S. R. S. D. S., a local steamboat group, will be raising funds through a steamboat-themed fundraiser. The event will be held on the weekend of Jan. 15 at the Oklahoma City Convention Center. For more information, visit the group's website or call 405-555-1234.
'Lady Day' Wouldn't Recognize Herself

By RALPH NOYAK

NEW YORK (AP) — Billie Holiday, the sorely injured and emotionally troubled singer known for her voice, seemed to have been straightening up for a brief period of personal and professional stability by the time she was found dead in a New York City hotel room.

But in a new biography, "Lady Day," by Clinton Lincoln, it is described that Holiday had been struggling with her life's problems for years before her death.

In the paperback release of "Lady Day," a biographical novel about the jazz singer, Holiday, who was born Eleanora Fagan and later adopted the stage name Billie Holiday, is said to have battled with addiction to drugs and alcohol.

In the book, Lincoln, who is also an opera singer, said that Holiday's addictions led to a series of health problems that eventually caused her death.

In a letter to the New York Times, Lincoln wrote that Holiday's life was marked by "a deep sense of loss and despair." He said that Holiday's struggles with addiction and mental illness were "a constant battle against the demons of her past."
At 44, Mickey Mouse Continues Empire Building

Disney On Parade' Returning This January

Disney on Parade' returns to Oklahoma City this winter, bringing a parade of cartoon characters and live performers to the city's streets. The show, which features Mickey Mouse and friends, is a popular annual event that draws crowds of all ages. The parade is scheduled for January 15th and will feature floats, costumed performers, and live music. Performers will be on hand to entertain the crowd and add to the festive atmosphere.

Oklahoma's Unique Santa Commission Plays St. Nick To Orphans

The Oklahoma State Fair is a time of year when Oklahoma's children look forward to the festivities and activities. One of the favorite events is the Oklahoma State Fair's annual Children's Parade. The parade features floats, costumed performers, and live music. Performers will be on hand to entertain the crowd and add to the festive atmosphere. The parade is scheduled for October 28th and will feature floats, costumed performers, and live music. Performers will be on hand to entertain the crowd and add to the festive atmosphere.
**Notes On TV**

By JACK GLAVIER

NEW YORK (UPI) — Sunday viewers, who have longed for a cut-rate special and commercial free fare, have their wish come true this Sunday. "The Family Sidewalk," will be shown as the weekly special at 8:30 p.m. on the ABC network.

"The Family Sidewalk" is about a family that lives in Los Angeles, and is a sequel to the popular "The Sidewalk." The series is similar in format, with each episode dealing with the problems of the members of the family. The series is expected to be aired on a regular basis, with new episodes scheduled to be shown weekly.

**Daytime Television Programs**

**KETV, CHANNEL 13, DAYTIME SCHEDULE**

**Choreographer Turns To Books**

Dancing the standard movements of classical ballet on stage and studio, and more now than ever before, is a choreographer's dream. Yet, the choreographer must still find time to write. His new book, "The Choreographer's Guide," provides the format for an Ed Sullivan-style special to be shown on NBC Sunday at 8:30 p.m.

"The Choreographer's Guide" is a guide for the choreographer, providing tips and techniques for creating dance routines. The book covers everything from basic movements to creating a full dance routine. It is a must-read for anyone interested in choreography.

**Conflicts Likely On Tuesday TV**


"The Senate" is a new series that will be shown on Tuesday, December 16, at 8:30 p.m. on NBC. The series will follow the lives of Senator William F. Buckley Jr. and Senator Al Gore. The series is expected to be a hit with viewers.

**Burt to Star in Film**

Burt Reynolds, who has been away from television for seven months, has signed a deal to star in a film. The film, "The Longest Yard," will be released next year.

**ROOM ADDITIONS**

**CARPET SALE**

**SATELLITE AGENCY COMING ATTRACTIONS!**

**COMPLETE BOWLING ACCESSORIES**

**Give Gift Books - 'Stuckly' PRO SHOP**

**The Hall of Your Time!**

**CUSTOM FITTED TO YOUR HAND!**

**HOMCO CONSTRUCTION**

**IN BUSINESS OVER 25 YEARS**

**BUSY**-**BUSY**-**BUSY**

**CRAFTSALE**

**SAY YOURSELF SOME MONEY**

**SHAG**

**21% or less**

**Stuckly's Custom Tailored Hats**

**JOHNNY MATHIS**

**1963**
Bill Cosby Still Waiting For 'Good Black Film'

By Jack Kleiner

Hollywood (UPI) — "Black Box" kept putting off its release date for one of two reasons. Last week it was reported the movie was "on the edge" of release and just a week before it was "coming soon." Last week, "Good Black Film" was "just around the corner."

While the delays have been frustrating for the studio, they have been beneficial for the film itself. The longer "Black Box" is delayed, the more time the studio has to ensure the film is as good as possible.

Last week, "Black Box" was reported to be "near completion," but after a few more weeks of editing, the film is expected to be ready for release.

"Black Box" is a political thriller about a secret society that controls the world. The film stars Richard Pryor and Louis Gossett Jr. and is directed by Spike Lee.

"Good Black Film" is a biopic about the life of African American civil rights leader Malcolm X. The film is directed by Spike Lee and stars Denzel Washington and Viola Davis.

Both "Black Box" and "Good Black Film" are scheduled for release in the fall of 2023. Stay tuned for more updates on these期待的电影.
Factory Closeout Buy!

Men's Western Style BOOTS

16.99

Sears

While 500 pairs Last!
We bought the entire factory inventory
of these three discontinued patterns—only
for this season, can we offer you this
LOW, LOW PRICE!

Carded repaint quality leathers with true western
details. Size 7 to 13. Same price for all.
Even the occasioned low-wear will want a pair at this price... makes a fun
or Christmas gift!

CHARGE IT on Sears Bouncing Charge

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE

Open Sunday 12 noon to 6 P.M. with Suits, Tuxedos, and Seams

SPARTAN-ATLANTIC DEPARTMENT STORES

Sale Ends
Saturday
Dec. 16
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

MARKS
BEGINNERS' 4-CYCLE
6.44

Motor off for fun and
get Mark's 4-Cycle sidecar
Cutaway for beginners.

SUPERWHEEL
16.88

By Mark
Over 45" long. Swivel tire
with real motor drive. Over
15 mph. Handle back rest for
speedsters. 2 to 5 years old.

MATTEL'S HI-DOTTIE DOLL

MAD CAP MOLLY

AURORA'S SKITTLE POKER

$?

Play your hand by shooting
the ball into the hole. Plenty
of employment for all ages. 4
can play at one time!

AURORA DERBY GAME

Great for boys and girls,
4 players. Electric action! Finish
the inner triangle more, when
your horse hits the
target with the inner triangle.

AURORA DERBY GAME

12.88

Open Daily 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Dec. 16 THE CHRISTMAS... SUNDAY 1 P.M. to 6 P.M.

4301 NORTH 4301 NORTH
MAY AVE. LINCOLN BLVD.

PUBLISHED BY THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL
OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!

Ladies’
BRUSHED FLEECE
DUSTERS
4.99

Ladies’
NYLON
QUILTED
ROBES
3.99

Girls’ 7 to 14
QUILTED
ROBES
$3

Girls’ 4 to 14
SWEATERS
3.22

Girls’ 4 to 14
WIDE LEG
PALAZZO PANTS
3.22

Ladies’
PETTICOAT AND
PANTY SET
1.77
OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!

ASSORTED SWEATERS
2.99
Our Everyday Price 3.99

BOYS' POLYESTER KNIT SLACKS
5.55

GIFT BUYS IN OUR SPORTING GOODS DEPT!

FATHER & SON BOXING SET
6.97
BERKLEY REEL WITH LINE
7.88

MEN'S CORDUROY JACKETS
$11

MEN'S 1/2 ZIP CREPE SHIRTS
4.66

OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!
OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!

MATTEL Tuff Stuff

**ALPHA TRUCK**

$8

Guaranteed for 5 years! Plastic with 26 alphabet blocks, 20″ long.

**JENNIFER FASHION DOLL**

2.44

Comes in 6 "rare" outfits, rooted hair, free stylin'.

**KANDI & HER BABY SEAT**

1.99

Bar & toy hard seat, 10″.

**RHONDA & HER BABY ROCKER**

1.99

Bar & toy hard rocker, 13".

**NYLINT TRUCK BONANZA!**

1.88

Our favorite toy truck around.

**LAND, SEA OR AIR G.I. JOE**

2.99

America's favorite hero in his Army, Navy, or Air Force gear.

**FORT APACHE OR DOLL HOUSE**

3.91

**REMCO'S SWEET APRIL DOLL**

2.77

AURORA'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

6.44

Two player action football with over 850 plays and weather condition chart. Play as coach, fan or player. Games last over 6 hours.

**Ylitzer**

**Bradley**
OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!

Acrylic "FUR LOOK" BEDSPREADS

10.88

 Thermal Lined DRAPES

3.97

WINTERWEIGHT CANNON BLANKET

3.97

FULL 9 x 12 FT.

POLYESTER SCATTER RUGS

2 for $3.50

LOOK OF LACE VINYL TABLECLOTHS

1.47

CANDY GIFTS

BROOK 4 LIK

2.99

CHRISTMAS CANDY CARES

44¢

OLD SPICE "CRICKET" LIGHTER

88

CUFF LINK & TIE TAC SETS

1.99

WATER PROOF "DROVER" ALARM

2.99

OUR GREATEST GIFT SALE EVER!

SOLID STATE

AC/DC CASSETTE RADIO COMBO

19.99

SOLID STATE PORTABLE RADIO / PHONE COMBO

12.99

SOLID STATE AM TABLE RADIO

4.99

SOLID STATE AM CLOCK RADIO

3.99

SOLID STATE AM PORTABLE RADIO

6.99

SOLID STATE REST ROOM RADIO

1.99

YOUR CHOICE

LITTLE MISS DRESS-UP KIT

99¢

ALL PURPOSE COSMETIC KIT

99¢

CANDY GIFTS

LADDIE S.P.C.

COLOGNE CHEST

99¢

CHRISTMAS CANDY CARES

44¢

OLD SPICE "CRICKET" LIGHTER

88

CUFF LINK & TIE TAC SETS

1.99

WATER PROOF "DROVER" ALARM

2.99
**FAMILY WEEKLY**

**The Oklahoma Journal**

DECEMBER 13, 1972

Billy's Last Fight:
A Boxer's Greatest Christmas Gift

Holiday Cookbook:
Great Party Treats
You Can Fix Ahead

Can Losing Your Temper Be Better Than Keeping It?
Ask Them Yourself

FOR ERNEST BORGENE
You won an Academy Award in 1955 for "Marty." Looking back at it after all these years, do you think it has helped you or hurt you or not made any difference? — G. A., San Pedro, Calif.

1. I think it helped me. At that time the Oscar was more respected than it is today. There are so many awards these days, but the Oscar is still the first name on the envelope. And look at all the publicity about an actor—and I want mentions in newspapers and magazines. A mention in an ad for a product that should make the biggest difference. A name below mine on a list is no help. At the time I won, the Oscar was rare. I never saw one before. I wasn't involved in the making of the film, but it was a great honor to receive one. We all loved the film. The whole industry loved it. The Academy is a very prestigious organization.

FOR LILLY KIRK, singer
I never knew anyone named "Lilly" until I became a show-business "name" back around 1950. Now there's a whole generation of Lillies. Do you feel you started it? — M., Lincoln, Neb.

2. Lots of people tell me they named their daughter Lilly after me. I think it's because I've been in the business for so long. I always pass the hat for charity and people seem to like that. I've been in show business for over 30 years. I started singing in nightclubs and then moved on to radio and television. I've been in the business for such a long time that people have named their children after me.

FOR DANNY BANBURY, author of "Understanding Your Dog"
When dogs act out when we're not there, are they talking? — J. Olin, Stockton, Calif.

3. No, they're not talking out of earshot, but a dog's sense of smell is so acute that it can detect things in the air that we can't. Dogs are very sensitive to odors and they can detect things that we can't. They can detect things that we can't even smell.

FOR CONNIE STEVENS
Peebles Lee says he doesn't like having friends in show business. Do you feel the same way? — C. E., Maspeth, Queens, N.Y.

4. I think it's important to have friends in show business. It's nice to have people who understand the industry and can help you out. I've made some great friends in the business and they've been a big help to me.

FOR FRANK MCCARTHY, producer of "Patton"

5. It's not surprising. I've heard of many similar situations in the past. It's common for producers to use characters or names from famous figures or events, but they usually get permission from the rights holder. I think it's a good idea to have laws in place to protect copyright and trademark infringement.

FOR TOM HARRON
Your son is playing college football this fall. How do you feel about him playing on an artificial turf? — M. D. A., Beaver, Ill.

6. I think it's a good idea. Football is a very physical sport, and it's important to have a surface that can withstand the wear and tear. Artificial turf can help reduce injuries and make the game safer for players.

FOR SEX, BABY GOODWATER OF waterways
Why were you so quick to protect Nixon on the Watergate hearings? — I. D., Ournell, Va.

7. I think it's important to support him. Nixon is a great leader, and he's been through a lot. I think it's important to have leaders who are strong and can withstand pressure. I'm not sure if I would have the same opinion if I were in Nixon's position, but I think it's important to support him.

FOR J. HUGH GRIFFIN, actress of "Nancy" serial
You've been a part of the most beloved and most ground-breaking serial. What do you enjoy about being the star? — Mrs. L. C., New Albany, Ind.

8. I love being part of the show. I've been on the show for over 30 years, and it's been a part of my life. I've grown with the character and the show. It's been a great experience, and I've enjoyed every minute of it.

FOR ELIZABETH DAVIES, executive of "Final Net" hair spray
Is there anything you would like to add about Final Net? — J. O., New York, N.Y.

9. Final Net is the best hair spray on the market. It's a clear mist that will hold your hair in place without making it look stiff. It's great for all types of hair and it's easy to use.

10. We're very proud of our product and we're always looking for ways to improve it. We're always trying to stay ahead of the competition and we're always looking for ways to make our customers happy.

11. Final Net is the best hair spray on the market. It's a clear mist that will hold your hair in place without making it look stiff. It's great for all types of hair and it's easy to use.

12. We're very proud of our product and we're always looking for ways to improve it. We're always trying to stay ahead of the competition and we're always looking for ways to make our customers happy.
Star Chat
By Peter J. Oppenheimer

Polly Bergen, Beauty Expert:
“People Are Like Clay to Me. I Sculpt in Living Clay”

Polly Bergen has worn many hats: actress, author, wife, mother, businesswoman. She recently appeared in "P Nurses" and "Creative Management Associates," a top talent agency.

Q: After having had such a successful career as an actress and singer, why did you decide to become a beauty expert?
A: I was asked to do this project because of the "P Nurses" film and the "Creative Management Associates" project. I was really excited about it and I loved it.

Q: How do you maintain your appearance? Do you use a particular line of beauty products?
A: I use a lot of Shiseido products, especially their makeup line. I also use a lot of Lancôme and Estée Lauder. I try to keep my skin as pure as possible and I use a lot of facial masks and serums.

Q: What is your favorite part of being a beauty expert?
A: I love the fact that I get to work with so many talented people and that I can help others look their best. It's a lot of fun.

Q: What is your advice for someone who wants to pursue a career in the beauty industry?
A: I think it's important to have a good understanding of what it takes to be successful in this field. You need to be creative, organized, and passionate. You also need to be willing to work hard and to be flexible. It's a very competitive field, so you need to be ready to put in a lot of effort.

This Christmas, do it up right.

This Christmas, do the house with Super Ken-Tone® latex wall paint.

It goes on easily. Dries to a scrubbable finish.

And you clean up brush, roller and hands with soap and water.

Super Ken-Tone®. It's at your nearby Sherwin-Williams store listed in the Yellow Pages.

Sherwin-Williams. More than a paint store.

This Christmas, give 'em the great outdoors.

- Coleman
Billy's Last Fight: A Boxer's Greatest Christmas Gift

By Martin Abramson

It was Christmas, 1923. Heavyweight Billy Mika was dying. He needed the money to give his family one last decent Christmas. And the only way he knew to get it was in the ring, against a man who had almost beaten Dempsey in 1930.

But Mika had a particular reason for feeling confident about the outcome. He knew that if he could win, he would leave this world a champion. And he was certain it would be his last match. But he had an obligation to do something special for his wife and kids.

Mika was one of the better heavyweights of his time. He had been in 100 bouts and had fought the likes of Gene Tunney, Tony Galento, and Harry Greb. Only Dempsey had been able to knock him out. But in 1923, Mika had an incredible kidney ailment called Bright's Disease. He had thrived and prospered and his illness was not apparent to the public. He had kept it a secret from everyone except his manager, Jack Fiddler, and of course, the doctors who had diagnosed it. One reporter, George Schieffelin of the Minneapolis Tribune, found out about it but agreed to keep it secret. When Mika was out of the ring, Mika was in the ring. He was a fighter's fighter, and he accepted the responsibility of fighting again. He knew he would need to sell most of the fans on his fans in his home to feed his family. A city news report about a forthcoming Christmas charity fight triggered a decisive burst of depression. He called his manager and told him he got more of the blues.

"My God, man, it could kill you," Reddy said, "I won't do it."

"Look Jack, I've got to get some money to give my family a decent Christmas," Mika pleaded. "If I do because of the fight, it won't make much difference. You know I can't last much longer anyway."

Fiddler immediately got in touch with Mika and Reddy, and a fight with Billy Brookes to be held in Omaha. Mika was tough going, but he realized that if he was going to knock out Mika, he had to do it. Mika was fighting Jack Dempsey on the same card, and he had some problems with his arm, but the Omaha fight, and he realized that if he was going to knock out Mika, he had to do it. Mika realized that he was the best at his weight, and he wanted to show the world what Billy could do.

Mika realized that he was the best at his weight, and he wanted to show the world what Billy could do. He realized that if he was going to knock out Mika, he had to do it. Mika realized that he was the best at his weight, and he wanted to show the world what Billy could do. He was a fighter's fighter, and he accepted the responsibility of fighting again. He knew he would need to sell most of the fans on his fans in his home to feed his family. A city news report about a forthcoming Christmas charity fight triggered a decisive burst of depression. He called his manager and told him he got more of the blues.

"My God, man, it could kill you," Reddy said, "I won't do it."

"Look Jack, I've got to get some money to give my family a decent Christmas," Mika pleaded. "If I do because of the fight, it won't make much difference. You know I can't last much longer anyway."

Fiddler immediately got in touch with Mika and Reddy, and a fight with Billy Brookes to be held in Omaha. Mika was tough going, but he realized that if he was going to knock out Mika, he had to do it. Mika was fighting Jack Dempsey on the same card, and he had some problems with his arm, but the Omaha fight, and he realized that if he was going to knock out Mika, he had to do it. Mika realized that he was the best at his weight, and he wanted to show the world what Billy could do.

A Christmas stocking big enough to hold a small motorcycle? Believe it or not, it's true. And the only place you can get one is at your participating Honda dealer's. How much? It's absolutely free when you purchase a new little Honda QA-50 or Mini Trail 50 as a gift for your youngsters. Or a CL70 for yourself.

Why the huge bonanza? Just because it's fun, and that's what the little Hondas are all about.

THE INCREDIBLE GIANT CHRISTMAS STOCKING...
and how to fill it.

1. Fold the stocking over and glue the bottom corner to the backside. Glue on the fabric bottom and set aside.

2. Cut the motorcycle from the original box. Tape the motorcycle together and place on the floor. Glue the motorcycle to the stocking as shown. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown.

3. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown.
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2. Cut the motorcycle from the original box. Tape the motorcycle together and place on the floor. Glue the motorcycle to the stocking as shown. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown.

3. Glue the stocking to the motorcycle as shown.
Salem refreshes naturally!

Natural Menthol Blend

Warning: The Ignitor, Senior Box, Innocent, The Queen, Tobacco, or Virginia Tobacco. The use of this product may cause harm to the user.

This month we present an open house menu for leisurely holiday enjoyment. Many dishes can be prepared ahead, with finishing touches just before party time. Have a happy holiday—and good eating!

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE

By Marilyn Hansen, Food Editor

SALAD OF PRAWNS, STUFFED PEPPERS, AND AVOCADO

Ginger Beef Balls

Garlic Chicken with Guajillo Sauce

Tomato Soup with Chorizo and Bacon

MEXICAN OMELET

Guacamole with Corn Salsa

CHOCOLATE MEXICAN MOCHA

THREE CHEESE BOARD

Dried figs, dates, and a variety of cheeses are perfect for a light snack. Serve with crackers and a selection of wine to complete your party. Serve with fresh fruit and a variety of crackers.

FINISHING TOUCHES

This open house menu is sure to impress your guests with its variety and simplicity. Enjoy the celebration and the delicious food.
Holiday Open House Cookbook

Bake a holiday gift.
And bring back the feeling of an old-fashioned Christmas.

Give these delicious, home-baked Christmas cookies to someone special. But don't give away the secret ingredients, Karo Syrup. It's Karo that makes them so rich in good old-fashioned flavor, so crisp and tender. Karo makes cookies brown up smooth and even. Makes the different flavors come through richer, truer, fresher tasting. No wonder these Karo Christmas Cookies bring back warm memories of a real old-fashioned Christmas.

ACORN SQUASH AND PEAS
3 cups cooked squash and 1 lb. canned or fresh peas
Cheese sauce:
1 cup milk
2 tbsp. flour
1 tsp. dry mustard
1 tbsp. Karo Syrup
1 tsp. Karo dark molasses
1 tsp. Karo vanilla extract
2 tbsp. butter
Cheese:
1 lb. grated cheese
Pepper and salt
Preheat oven to 350°.

Pour cheese sauce over squash, add peas and cheese. Spoon into a greased casserole dish and bake until bubbly. Makes 8 servings.

GREEN SALAD PIQUANT
1 small head of lettuce, quartered
2 hard cooked eggs, chopped
1 green pepper, finely chopped
1 tablespoon milk
2 tablespoons chopped green onion
1 teaspoon white vinegar
Salt and pepper

Chop lettuce into bite-sized pieces and place in large salad bowl. Add chopped hard-boiled eggs, finely chopped green pepper, and milk mixture. Just before serving, add vinegar, salt, and pepper to taste. Serve withRL.
A Celebrity Cooks

“Christmas at our house is always special, a family time. It also means a dinner I cook myself—real estuarial!”

Gail Fisher of TV’s “Man & Key”

Cooking? I Do It With A Snap of My Fingers!

“Now’s the time to get out and play...”

By Gail Fisher, as told to Helen Duny

I love to cook and enjoy good food. Cooking to me is an esc

tion of how I keep my family happy and healthy, and I

s a necessity of life. It is a way of life, and I think it is a

necessity.”

Christmas at our house is always special, a family time. It is also a time to show our friends and family how much we care.

One Christmas dinner is often the best. This was the case last year. We had a large family dinner. We all had a good time and enjoyed each other’s company.

The SPICED CARROT CAKE...
How to beat the high cost of steak

By Jennette Frank
Nutritionist and author of The Modern Meat Cookbook

Nation of Steak Eaters Caught in Meat Price Squeeze

America's housewives have been caught in a silent war over how to get enough meat for their families. The average family wants to cook steak, but need to accommodate their budgets. The average family wants to cook steak, but need to accommodate the high prices. What's the answer? Smart shopping, using substitutes like ground beef or pork, or using more meat in your meals. These tips cost you less money or less cost. This month, you'll want to know how to beat the high cost of steak.

Delicious All-American Steak Dinner: $1.29

For a family of four, buy 3.5 pounds of top round steak for $1.29 per pound. Trim off excess fat and cut into desired steak. Season with black pepper and salt. Heat a large skillet and sear the steak for 2 minutes on each side. Reduce the heat to medium and continue cooking until the steak is done to your liking. Serve with a side of baked potatoes, steamed vegetables, and a salad. Total cost—around $2.25 per person. For even more economical meals, try substituting ground beef.

A Case of Supply and Demand

Less than 2% of all beef is actually sold in retail stores. This can include 7-bone steaks, striploin, porterhouse, rib and top sirloin steaks. Since there are so few of these steaks, there is a great demand for them and they are sold considerably more for them. The internet makes it possible to order these steaks online. You can order from websites like MeatMe.com or MeatsAuthority.com. These websites offer a wide variety of steaks from different sources, including USDA Choice and Prime. These steaks are often cheaper than those found in retail stores.

You Can Broil or Barbecue the Expensive Steaks

Many people believe that more expensive, fattier cuts like ribeye or porterhouse should be cooked with a lot of fat on top. In reality, the high cost of these steaks is due to the high amount of fat. The leaner cuts, like sirloin or tenderloin, are much cheaper. These cuts can be cooked with a lot of fat on top and are still delicious. You can also grill or broil these steaks for a lower price.

People Quiz

Your Temper: Is It Better to Lose It Or Keep It?

True or False: Watching a competitive athlete or aggressive sport like football provides a release for pent-up hostility, and serves as a harmless escape valve for your anger.

By John E. Gibson

Whether you have a habit of temper tantrums and your top over insults, or have an even-tempered stress or anger at work, you can use anger to your advantage. For example, if you are feeling angry at work, or you feel frustrated by being stuck in a traffic jam, you can use anger to your advantage. You can use anger to motivate yourself, or to help you get through a difficult situation. Anger is a natural emotion, and it can be healthy to express it. However, it is important to learn how to manage your anger so that it does not interfere with your ability to function in your daily life.

Gourmet On A Budget - Marinated Steak

For a flavor change of pace, marinate the steak for a few hours. The marinade can be made by mixing together 1 cup of soy sauce, 1/4 cup of olive oil, 2 cloves of garlic minced, 1 tablespoon of honey, and 1 tablespoon of fresh lemon juice. Place the steak on a cutting board and rub the marinade all over the steak. Cover it and let it sit in the refrigerator for at least an hour. Grill the steak on a medium-high heat for 5-6 minutes on each side. Serve with a side of baked potatoes and a salad. Total cost—around $3.75 per person. For even more economical meals, try substituting ground beef.
Any 10 stereo tapes for only $1.97
World Famous Molybdenum Steel Knives
Over 100,000 sold at $19.99... save $10 Complete 5 Piece Set
FANTASTIC PRICE! Only $9.98!
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ANDY CAPP
by Smythe

Sunday, December 18, 1972

Johnny Wonder

POTS

MINI Facts...
### Valuable Coupon

**Sports Pendulum Clock**
- Price: $4.99
- Color: Electric Woodtones

**Women's 3-Piece Cologne Set**
- Price: $1.99
- Qty: 1 SET

**Westclox * Minikin Alarm Clock**
- Price: $2.99
- Qty: 1 EACH

**COLOGNE SET**
- Price: $1.59
- Qty: 1 SET

**Disposable Loaf Pans**
- Price: 259¢
- Qty: 1 PKG

**Cigarette Lighter**
- Price: 1.00
- Qty: 1 EACH

**Infants' Stretch Sleepers**
- Price: $1.27
- Qty: 1 EACH

**Girls' Panties**
- Price: $1.00
- Qty: 1 PR

**Ladie's Billfold Selection**
- Price: $1.44
- Qty: 1 EACH

**Lady's Baby Doll Gowns**
- Price: $1.99
- Qty: 1 EACH

**Cookie and Biscuit Pans**
- Price: 66¢
- Qty: 1 EACH

**Hair Roller Kit**
- Price: $1.99
- Qty: 1 SET

**Ladies' Billfold**
- Price: 66¢
- Qty: 1 EA

**Gyra Mirror**
- Price: 99¢
- Qty: 1 EA

**PREMIUMS**
- Date: Dec. 11

---

**New Weekday Store Hours**
- Start: Dec. 11
- End: Dec. 23
- Hours: 9 A.M. 'til 10 P.M.

**For Family Centers Only**